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ABSTRACT
The fast Fourier transform is used in two-dimensions
to calculate the apodizing effect of a center opening
pupil shutter. Two shutter models are investigated and
compared, a circular shutter with diameter a function
of time, and a five-bladed leaf-type shutter. The
influence of shutter shape, defocus, and third and
fifth order spherical aberration on the time-averaged
optical transfer function is investigated. The results
indicate that there is only a small effect on resolution
and depth of focus due to shutter motion in a well
corrected optical system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The optical transfer function (OTF) of a lens may be calculated
from the pupil function by performing two Fourier transforms. Assuming
a point object, transforming the pupil function (,7]) yields the
amplitude spread function a(x,y). The OTF for incoherent light is
then the Fourier transform of the intensity spread function I(x,y) -
a(x,y) a*(x,y).
*
A center opening pupil shutter changes the shape of the exit
pupil, and hence the OTF, during exposure. This implies, providing
reciprocity holds, and in the absence of image motion, that the
effective photographic transfer function is the result of a time-
averaged apodization. In 1959 Bechtel(1) investigated the effect
of a slowly opening "between-the-lens" circular shutter on resolution
by calculating the spread function. Shack(2) in 196U also assumed
a circular shutter and for a shutter efficiency of fifty percent
indicated the effect of defocus on the time-averaged OTF. An ex
amination of the available literature reveals no evidence of
experiments in which the Fourier transform is applied in two dimen
sions in order to predict the effect of shutter motion on image
quality.
Efficient evaluation of the Fourier transform became possible
with the development of an algorithm in 1965 by James W. Cooley
and John W. Tukey(3). Use of the algorithm, known as a "fast"
Fourier transform (FFT), reduces the number of machine calculations
required to compute discrete and finite Fourier transforms. The
algorithm has been used successfully by Lerman(li) in 1968 to evaluate
the effect of third order spherical aberration on the two-dimensional
OTF, by Minnick and Rancourt(5) in 1968 for "real" optical systems
with and without central obscurations, and by Baum(6) in 1972 to calcu
late third and seventh order spherical aberration. It has been suggest
ed that the OTF may be calculated for any image point, lens aberrations,
and aperture shapes using this technique.
The purpose of this research is to create a .computer program
which will calculate the time-averaged OTF which results when the
exposure is made with a center opening pupil shutter. The effects
of shutter shape, defocus, and spherical aberration on the time-
averaged OTF will be investigated, and the results used to examine
the effects of shutter motion on resolution and depth of focus.
II. THEORY
Providing reciprocity holds, the effective spatial distribution
of energy received in the image of a pnotographic system is equal
to the time-integrated optical image. The optical image may vary
during exposure due to image motion, which has been treated in re
ferences 7-10 , and due to shutter motion, which changes the shape
of the exit pupil. Assuming linearity and stationarity, Fourier
analysis ana transfer functions may be used to cHaracterize the
system up to the formation of the exposure image, a hypothetical
image in terms of energy rather than power per unit area. The sta
tistical latent image may then be obtained by a non-linear transi"er( 1 1 )m
R. V. Shack(12) has shown that the effective photographic trans
fer function associated with the exposure image may be written as:
co
-oo
Where,
1/ , i/ Spatial frequency coordinatesx y
Tp = Transfer function associated witn the film
t - Effective exposure time
s(t) Shutter function
^aYq( fx> Vyt^) = The time dependent optical transfer function
x(tj,y(tj = Parametric expressions describing image
motion
In the absence of image motion equation (1) becomes:
/-oo
"*E- Vx *y> "%*? / -*>%( VxV t) dt
-oo
(2)
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Figure 1 .
A schematic representation of the process leading to
image formation on photographic film.
OR,
^E =Wo (3)
where,
oo
-1
-oo
is the time-averaged optical transfer function.
The optical transfer function may be obtained from the pupil
function by performing two Fourier transforms. Assuming a point
object, transforming the pupil function P(,77t) Proc-Uces the
amplitude spread function:
(U)
a(x,y,t) =
.00 00
n^v^)e -** d^
(5)
-00 -00
The OTF for incoherent light is then the Fourier transform of the
intensity spread function,
00 00
I(x,y,t)e"i2'n"(xl/x^^y)dxdy
(6)
where,
I(x,y,t) = a(x,y,t)a*(x,y,t)
(7)
The pupil function, which describes the shape of the wave-front
emerging from the exit pupil (figure 2b.), may be written as,
p(f.77.t)-i(f.77.t)e12,rA<f,?'h)
(8)
where A(r,77,t) represents the amplitude transmittance of the exit
pupil and Z\(>77h) is a polynomial which describes the aberrations
present(13). The relationships between the pupil, the image, and the
frequency coordinate systems are shown in figure 2.
With an appropriate change to polar coordinates (1U) the aberration
polynomial becomes,
A(p,0,h) - oC00 + (oC20/2+1C11hPCos(+2COOh2)
2_2 2+ (0CliOpSC31hp3 Cos<+2C22h2p2Cos
+ + 3C11h3pCos<fc> +^^ ) ?
and looking at a point on the optical axis,
A(p,<f>,o) = 0c00 + + * ?
(9)
(10)
a polynomial in powers of O in which the value of the coefficients
0C20 0CliO 0C60 '
determine the amount of defocus, third and fifth
order spherical aberration present in the image.
Considering on axis points and up to fifth order spherical
aberration, the amplitude spread function is then given by:
J J (11)
-00 -00
From equations (k),($), and (6), the time averaged optical transfer
function is:
-1%lVxVy)<l S(t)<
.00 _ oo
I(x,y,t)
-27r(xl/y+y\yy)
dxdy } dt
^-00 -OO
Changing the order of integration we have,
(12)
00
At oo
-1
NM^x,Vy) -
<t~'
s(t)l(x,y,t)dt >e
-i2TT(x i/x+y yy)
-00 - Ck> oo
f
7?
dxdy
? !-.
(13)
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h
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Figure 2.
In (a) the Fourier transform relationships between pupil, image,
and frequency coordinates is shown. In (b) the value of the polynomial
/\( E , % ,h) is shown to be the distance between the actual wave-front
and the reference sphere.
or.
oo ao
Y0(^x>i/y) -I fi-^y- e
-i2TT(x 1/ +y i/v)
dxdy
(1U)
-oo -oo
where T(x,y) is the time-averaged intensity spread function.
Now consider the operation of a center opening pupil shutter
during a short exposure. The amplitude transmittance of the exit pupil
is modified by the motion of the shutter blades as, shown in figure 3.
If we assume the shutter allows a transmittance of 1 .0 or 0.0, the
effect of the changing shutter shape may be included in the A(rt7^Jt)
term.
;'
S(t)
Figure 3.
The blades of a center opening pupil shutter form a pinwheel
or bent star shape during exposure, and the shutter function S(t)
is used to weight the corresponding two-dimensional OTF.
For evaluation on a digital computer A(g,7^,t), a(x,y,t), and
I(x,y,t) must be approximated by finite and discrete functions.
9The pupil function is then defined by a two-dimensional array of points,
and the continuous Fourier transform,
7 / -i27T( i/y. + i^y)
p<^V Jf(^'e dxd- (1S)
becomes the discrete Fourier transform:
V1 *? -i2ir(nxk3C/hx + nyky/Ny)
^x^VVW = ,4 X h(kxTx-Vy} e
where, nx=0,1,2,...,Nx-1 and ny=0,1 ,2,...,Ny-1 (16)
The function f(x,y) is sampled at frequencies
T~
and such
that x-k T and y-le.T where 1^ and k^ are integers between zero and
Nx and Ny.
U
^
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Fifflire U.
A two-dimensional array representing a circular pupil function
sampled at frequencies
T~
and T
x y
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The graphical development of a one dimensional discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) in figures 5 and 6, will help to illustrate the three
problems known as aliasing, leakage, and the picket-fence effect, which
arise when equation (16) is substituted for equation (15).
The function to be transformed, f(x), is multiplied by a comb
of delta functions and by a unity amplitude data-window to obtain
the finite, discrete function, f(k). Since multiplication in the space
domain corresponds to convolution in the frequency domain, the transform
of f(k) is the result of convolving F(l/) with another comb of delta
functions and then with a sine function due to the data window. When
the resulting periodic function F'(v) is sampled, the function f-(k)
is made periodic (figure 6).
Both functions of the discrete Fourier transform pair f(k) F(n)
are periodic, and if f(x) is not band limited, F(i/) will not be finite
and overlapping in F(n) will occur (figure 7) The overlapping is
referred to as aliasing, and will always occur to some extent unless
the space function is band limited. In that case it is prevented by
-1
making the sampling frequency T at least twice the highest frequency
component present in f(x) (the function f(x) shown in figures 5 and 6
is band limited) . The aliasing which occurs with non-band limited
functions can only be reduced by increasing T .
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Figure 7.
Aliasing occurs when the DFT is applied to functions which are
not band-limited, and the frequency labeledV is known as the Nyquist
or folding frequency.
'IfAl/ V, Vfr&V
Figure 8.
When aliasing occurs, high frequencies are detected by the
sampling process as low frequencies.
1U
The problem of leakage is caused by analyzing a finite number
of data points. Consider an input consisting of only one frequency
l/i (figure 9). Multiplication by a finite data window broadens the
delta function by convolution with a sine function. The contribu
tion of Va. to a spectrum would leak via the side lobes of the sine
function into other frequencies. According to Bergland(l5) the side
lobes and hence leakage may be reduced by applying data windows which
are not rectangular.
A
i
A A X
\J \J\A * ** 1J X
M
Figure 9.
Leakage. Each "spectral line" is broadened by the data window
sine function.
The picket-fence effect is also caused by the finite data
window. The frequency response of the DFT might be represented by
the plot in figure 10. The response at each of the out-put fre
quencies (multiples of
T~
) is not rectangular, rather it has the
shape of the main lobe of the sine function shown in figure nine. A
frequency component 1/
'
, between V, and 1/h, is detected by both the
fourth and fifth harmonic windows, but with a response of less than
one. This causes a ripple to appear in the power spectrum which is
15
analogous to viewing the true spectrum through a picket fence. The
effect is reduced when the width of the main lobe is increased, that
is, by applying a non-rectangular data window, or by extending the
length of the data window with a set of zero valued samples. The
last of these two solutions produces frequencies between the original
harmonics.
DFT
Response
1.0-
1 2 3
Harmonic Number
Figure 10.
The frequency response of the DFT is not flat, but contains
a ripple due to the finite number of data points.
The problems of aliasing and leakage encountered in OTF
calculations are discussed by Lerman(l6) and Minnick(17). Aliasing
may be prevented by calculating the OTF cut-off frequency \y for
a circular exit pupil. Consider in one dimension the relationships
between the discrete and continuous quantities in the transforms from
pupil space (f,Tj) to image space (x,y), and then to frequency space
( VLZ, l/v) as shown in figure 11.x y
16
v* .-,y
Pupil Coordinates
(,77)
(Vx'VV
Image coordinates
U,y)
(7-s A T, ,n9 A^ I, )
(nx/NxTx>Wy)
Frequency coordinates
( l/X, l/y)
Figure 1 1 .
A Schematic representation of the relation between the discrete
and continuous quantities.
We have that,
t-H\ 07)
x = k T
x x
and when we compare the quantities in the exponentials of
equations (11) and (16),
08)
X a X
f
or substituting equation (17) :
(19)
x =
^R nE nc -"0,1,2,... N. -1
T?N^ (20)
The cut-off frequency for a circular exit pupil may be written as,
'e.x- 2max
Xr (21)
17
and in order to prevent aliasing in frequency space,
f1 s 2 y
x c
or:
T - X R
x T^max (22)
Substituting equation (22) into (18),
X R
;max
x = kx y
*
kx - 0,1,2,. ..Nx-1
(23)
eliminating x between (20) and (23),
k
^=0,1,2,..^-!
m
* ^max n =0,1,2,. ..N?-1 (2U)
and with Nx = N we have:
fJ - af
% s
N4 (25)
Assuming then that the cut-off frequency is given by equation
(21), sampling the pupil function at the frequency T will prevent
aliasing of the OTF results. Note also from equation (25), that if
the pupil function is represented by an array of 32 x 32 elements
(C m 16 ), then a 6U x 6k array must be presented to the DFT as
input.
Since the intensity spread function Is not finite, and may not
18
be concentrated in a small area (due to aberrations and possibly the
shutter effect under investigation), leakage will occur when it is
truncated to an N X N array. As stated previously, the error due
x y
to leakage and the picket-fence effect, may be reduced by increasing
the number of data points N ,N (and thus N> ,N ) in the transform.
The problem of accuracy versus the number of data points is investigated
by Baum(l8).
Also of importance in defining the input data to a discrete
Fourier transform is the definition of the function value at a point
of discontinuity. A sufficient but not necessary condition for the
existence of a Fourier transform F(l/) is that f(x) is integrable
in the sense that,
.00
| f(x) | dx < oo
loo
However, if f (x) is a periodic or an impulse function, justification
of the existence of F(t/) requires the use of distribution theory as
indicated by Brigham(19). Distribution theory indicates that any func
tion f(x) must be defined as the mid-value at points of discontinuity
in order for a unique inverse transform to exist.
p
When the pupil function is defined by an array of N elements,
evaluation of the discrete Fourier transform in equation 16 requires
N^ complex multiplication-addition operations. The fast Fourier
transform (FFT) specifically the algorithm published by James W. Cooley
19
and John W. Tukey(20) in 1965 makes use of the periodic properties of
the complex exponential kernel to reduce the number of calculations.
In particular, if all the factors of N and N are equal to 2, that is,x y
Nx-N 2^, the number of operations is reduced to IjN LogJJI. A reduction
from 16,777,216 to 98,30a complex multiplication-additions is obtained
for a 6a x 6a working array.
Significant in the processing of data with the fast Fourier
transform is the location of the unity amplitude data window. In
the one-dimensional case the FFT algorithm assumes that the data
entered is correctly specified at points k=0, to k=N-1 . Entering
any other range of data creates an apparent shift in the function
being transformed as shown in figure 12. Transforming the discrete
function f(k) with the values of f(x) for x<0 in the right half of
the data window, yields a spectrum for which the values of n > N/2
are interpreted as negative frequencies.
A function of two variables transformed by the FFT must also
be considered periodic, and in two-dimensions. Figure 13 illustrates
the fact that the unity amplitude data window may be placed in several
positions and still contain all of the information about the function.
However, the spectrum obtained by transforming the data in window
location A will be multiplied by the shift factor E50>(-i27r(Nx/2 + N/2))(
Positions B and C, correct window locations, will produce the spectrum
of f(k ,k ) without the linear phase factor. The proper location of
the data in the transform array for a function defined on a circular
region is indicated in figure ia.
20
The function f(x) to be transformed.
Ill Li lil lil -? k
tH N/2 :
k-O k-N-1
The discrete and periodic function f(k). When x-0 is
entered as the point corresponding to k=N/2 the FFT
calculates the spectrum of f(x+N/2).
lil 111 hy.
k-0 k=N-1
The proper location of the data window, x=0 corresponds
to kO.
Figure 12.
The location of the unity amplitude data window in one-
dimension.
21
Figure 13.
Illustration of the proper window location in k -k space
for a function defined on a circular region.
x ^
Figure ia.
The proper locations of the function quadrants in the
transform array.
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Assuming that the sampling periods are set equal to unity,
T " T* " Tx " Ty = 1 ,0
calculation of the time-averaged OTF as a function of shutter shape,
defocus, third and fifth order spherical aberration, requires the
evaluation of the following expressions:
N*-1 N-1
t-, A -i2-7T(ngk-A, *n. k /N )
a^A^n/N^t.) = ^ 2- ^VV^VV e
k -0 k -0
n? 0,1,2,... ,N -1 n^= 0,1,2,...,N^-1 (26)
I(kx,ky,t..) = a^/N^n/N^) *(^/\,^/\,\) (27)
T
T(kx,ky) - t;1 2 S-V K^ky^JAt (28)'
i=1
Nx-1 Ny-1
r)V "V _ -i27r(n^cx/N + rik/N
^^x^y^^o^o^'Ve
^X Wy
nx= 0,1,2,...,Nx-1 ny- 0,1,2,...,Ny-1 (29)
Where,
a(nt,n_) - The amplitude spread function
A(k ,k ) = Transmittance of the exit pupil
W(k ,k ) The wave aberration function
- EXP(
i27T(0C20p2 < ? ))
I(k ,k ) = The time averaged spread functionx y
S(t. ) = Shutter function value
t " Effective shutter time
e
"^(n^rij = The time-averaged optical transfer function
23
III. PROCEDURE
Before writing software specific to the OTF calculation, a system
was outlined which would take advantage of the computer resources
available. The extensive computer hardware and software facilities
at RIT include a Xerox Sigma-6 main-frame with 128K words (32-bit words)
of high speed memory, direct access storage in the form of magnetic disk
packs, three 9-track 1600 BPI tape drives, Tektronix Terminal Control
System (TCS) software, and a Tektronix a6l0 Hard Copy Unit. In addition,
numerous language, execution control, service, and command processors
are available in batch and time-sharing.
A system called OTFBAR, was designed (Figure 15) which would
calculate point spread functions and transfer functions for any given
set of pupil shapes and aberration coefficients. The time averaging
routine is a separate program capable of averaging either the point
spread or transfer function data. Each surface generated is identified
with a pupil shape number, the aberration coefficients, and the value of
the shutter function as it is written to a file. One- and two-dimen
sional plotting routines and a Tektronix a006-1 computer graphics
terminal provide an efficient method of comparing and analyzing the
surfaces qualitatively, so that significant results and unusual
asymmetries can be identified rapidly and investigated in more detail.
Essential to the OTFBAR system is the efficient and flexible
FORTRAN program titled 0TF2D which appears in appendix A. Data to
0TF2D consists of the three aberration coefficients nC?n, QCi n, and
qCzq, and can be used on-line to calculate one two-dimensional OTF
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Identificatior MAIN
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Plotting
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Programs
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J
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Quadrant
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Subroutine
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Transform
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Time
Average
Program
(TAVE)
Kx,y)
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Figure 15.
Outline of the OTFBAR system.
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using small arrays, in batch with the array sizes increased, or in
batch with magnetic tape to process a large number of exit pupil shapes.
An outline of the algorithm used in 0TF2D is shown in figures 16
and 17. The wave aberration function W(kg >k ) is generated once in
step 3 for a given set of aberration coefficients and placed in a
file if needed for processing subsequent shutter frames. The shutter
shape is entered at the beginning of the loop at point $. In steps
7 and 8 the pupil function ?(k& ,k ) is formed and prepared for the
fast Fourier transform routine. Equations 26 through 29 are evaluated
in steps 6-16. If required the spread function may be written to a
file in step 12, and the OTF, frame identification number, the
aberration coefficients, and the value of the shutter function is
written to a file in step 17. At point 18 the program is completed
and will exit or return to step number 2 for a new shutter frame.
In its present form 0TF2D requires 21 K words of core and .3
minutes of CPU time in order to process a single shutter shape defined
in a 33X33 element array. Single frames may be processed on-line as
the core requirement is small. The Total CPU time for a set of
thirty-six shutter frames is on the order of ten minutes, placing
very little demand on the Sigma Six system.
The array dimensions of 0TF2D may be increased without difficulty
in order to process a 65X65 array. The core requirement is then 56K
with 1.3 minutes of CPU required to process one frame and approximately
50 minutes for thirty-six frames. Processing on-line with the larger
arrays is not possible due to a 32K on-line limit, and processing for
50 minutes at 56K places a substantial demand on the Sigma Six system.
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START
'Enter the
/number of
frames : INUM
Enter the
aberration
coefficients
Generate the circular pupil
function containing W(kg ,k )
Enter frame ID
'number and the
fshutter shape
A(kg ,k )
Store
rW(k4,k^) inj
fa file if
INUM>1
Calculate the value of the
shutter function S(t2 )
6.
Multiply Wdc-j ,k^ ) by A(k^ ,k^7)
and obtain the pupil function
Call subroutine SWAPQD(+1) 8*
to arrange the quadrants
containing P(kg .k,. ) for the FFT
<b
Figure 16.
Outline of the algorithm used in the main program 0TF2D.
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Call the FFT subroutine
F0UR2 and obtain a(kxky)
Multiply a(kx,ky) by a*(kx,ky) 1G
and obtain I(kx,ky)
Call subroutine SWAPQD(-1) --
and restore the quadrants in
their normal positions
Call SWAPQD(+1)
13.
ia.
Call F0UR2, obtain (nx>-0
-w.
Call SWAPQD(-1)
Calculate the magnitude and
phase of the OTF
1BT
YES
JNUM O" 18.
NO
STOP
12.
fWrite frame ID
/coefficients,S(t^ )
the intensity
^spread function
'Write frame ID
^coefficients,S(t. )
(and the OTF
Figure 17.
Outline of the algorithm used in the main program 0TF2D
continued from figure 16.
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Provided sufficient accuracy is obtained, 0TF2D written to transform
a pupil function defined by a 33X33, in a 6a X 6a working array
satisfies the OTFBAR system requirements and at a low cost in computer
resources
The OTF and spread function data is time averaged with the
program titled TAVE (appendix B). The values of each spread function
or OTF surface are scaled by the shutter function S(t. ) obtained
in 0TF2D. The weighted sequence of two-dimensional functions are
suimned and normalized to 1 .0 at zero spatial frequency or at x=y0.0
in the image plane. The result is written to a file in a form
acceptable to the plotting routines COMPARE, OTFPLOT, AND PL0T3D
which appear in appendix E.
The program titled SHAPE (Appendix C) was written to generate
input data for 0TF2D which would simulate a circular shutter with a
specific shutter function S(t). SHAPE can create one or more arrays
representing digitized circular exit pupils with varying diameters.
The elements of the arrays are 1.0 for 100% amplitude transmittance
for points within the shutter boundary, 0.5 at points of discontinuity
as required by the Fourier transform, and 0.0 for points outside the
shutter boundary. Each array is assigned a frame identification number
and is written to a file on magnetic disk or magnetic tape.
The data used to model the effect of a leaf-type shutter was
obtained from a high-speed film. Thirty-six 16mm images of a five-
bladed Copal shutter in its closing cycle were projected onto a ao cm
grid containing an array of 33X33 points. Each image was digitized
visually by considering a point to be either inside or outside the
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boundary of the shutter image. It was assumed, for simplicity, that
none of the array points coincided with a discontinuity of the pupil
function.
The digital representation of each shutter image was recorded
with the program titled DIGIT (appendix D). DIGIT will accept the
column coordinates of elements with value 1 .0 for each row, then
display the entire image with row and column coordinates for a visual
check of the data entered. After any necessary corrections the data
for that image is written to a file in a form acceptable for processing
with 0TF2D. Approximately seven hours total were required to digitize
the thirty-six 16mm images with this method.
The opening sequence of the shutter was not digitized as the
shutter function shown in figure 18 would be assumed symmetrical
and with no delay in the full open position. The shutter efficiency
of this model could be increased from 50% by including a number of
full open circular shapes generated by program SHAPE.
Several transfer functions for various amounts of defocus and
spherical aberration were calculated for a single circular pupil
defined in a 33 X 33 array to establish the accuracy of 0TF2D. The
aberration-free time averaged OTF for the circular shutter model
was then calculated and compared to a second numerical solution to
establish the accuracy of the OTFBAR system. Finally time independent
and time averaged transfer functions for various aberrarions were
calculated for both circular and leaf shutter models. The results are
indicated in figures 19-50.
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i.o.
Full open position
Closing Cycle
0.0
The shutter function S(t) for the five bladed leaf-type
center opening pupil shutter obtained from the high speed
16mm film.
1.0
0.0
s(t)
A schematic representation of the discrete shutter
function S(t. ) created from the closing cycle shown
above, and used to weight the time averaged OTF for the
leaf-shutter model.
Figure 18.
The shutter functions S(t) and S(t.).
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IV. RESULTS
The accuracy of the program 0TF2D for a 6a point transform and
the case of a single circular exit pupil generated by the program
SHAPE is illustrated in figures 19 through 22. Because the
two-dimensional transfer function has rotational symmetry about
the line 1/ a V = 0.0 for a circular exit pupil, any section in one
x y
dimension describes it completely.
1.0
0.8 6.2 0.4 e.e
NORMALIZED FREQUENCY
0.8 1.8
Figure 19.
The OTF for a diffraction limited optical system as calculated
by the FFT program 0TF2D and compared to the theoretical values. .
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In figures one and two the 32 values returned by 0TF2D for
0C20"oCao"oC60
s ' ^ compared to the values given by the equation* :
OTF(y) -A(y- CosySiny) y- Cos"1(t-7i)
which describes the diffraction limited OTF exactly. Figure two
indicates an accuracy of - .005 OTF units for this particular set
of aberration coefficients.
(30)
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Figure 20.
Absolute error in the diffraction limited OTF using the
theoretical results as reference.
* See appendix F
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Because the shape of the spread function changes with the
aberration coefficients, the amount of error due to truncation in
image space changes also. In figures 16 and 17 the 0TF2D values
for one wave of defocus and ./fT waves of defocus are compared to
those published by Barakat and Houston(21), and Steel(22). Only
a few of the numerical values in figures 16 and 17 can be compared
directly, as the values in the literature are not computed at
normalized frequency increments of 1/32. However, "a comparison of
those points which do coincide indicate agreement within + .005
OTF units.
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Figure 21.
OTF for a circular exit pupil and one wave of defocus.
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Figure 22.
The OTF for a circular exit pupil and 1/rrwaves of defocus.
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To test the entire OTFBAR system a sequence of 36 circular
exit pupils were generated by SHAPE which would simulate a circular
center opening pupil shutter with a symmetrical shutter function
and a shutter efficiency of 50 percent. The diffraction limited
time-averaged OTF values for this model are compared in figure
six to those given by the analytical function :
Y(U) - -T^
TTT'
y(u,t)-Cosy(u,t) Siny(u,t) dt
Where, "X(u,t) = Cos -1 u/(2t/T)'
(3D
Figure 2a indicates that the OTFBAR system values are con
sistently less than those given by equation 31 with a maximum
absolute difference of .005 OTF units.
*See appendix F
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Figure 2a.
The absolute difference between the time-averaged diffraction
limited OTF as calculated by the FFT program 0TF2D using values
calculated from the analytical solution in equation 31 a3 reference.
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The effects of a leaf-type center opening pupil shutter on the
two-dimensional time-averaged OTF as predicted by the OTFBAR system are
illustrated in figures 25 through 30. The diffraction limited OTF
for a circular exit pupil shown in figure 25 may be compared to
figure 21 , the diffraction limited transfer function produced at
one instant in time by the partly open leaf shutter. The time-
averaged sequence of 36 shutter frames produced the OTF shown in
figure 27, a smoothed, symmetrical surface which does not exhibit
the vane-like structure shown in figure 26. Figures 26-30 show
the effects of introducing one wave of defocus. As would be pre
dicted by an elementary geometrical model the time-averaged transfer
function surface retains vane-like structure when the aberrations
are large ( > 1 wave). In all cases investigated the magnitude
of this irregular structure is on the order of + .005 OTF units.
Consequently a one-dimensional OTF curve corresponding to a
section along the 1/ axis is a satisfactory representation of
the corresponding two-dimensional function.
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OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
FRAME ID* 23 0C20- .088 0C40' 888 0C60- .008 SCTW.800
Figure 25.
The two-dimensional diffraction limited OTF for a circular exit
pupil.
ao
OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
FRAME ID 7 0C20* .008 0C40' 000 0C60- 888 S<T> .315
Figure 26.
The two-dimensional diffraction limited OTF for one of the frames
used in the leaf shutter model.
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OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
FRAME 10=999 0C20 .800 0C40- 008 0C60- .000 8<T) .890
Figure 27.
The time-averaged two-dimensional diffraction limited OTF for
the leaf shutter model.
a2
OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
FRAME IO* 25 0C20 1.088 0C40 .088 0C6Q" .888 S<T)1.809
Figure 28.
The two-dimensional OTF for a circular exit pupil and one wave
of defocus.
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OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
FRAME 10= 7 0C20 1.000 0C40* 000 0C60- 008 S(T) .315
Figure 29.
The two-dimensional OTF for one frame of the leaf shutter
model and one wave of defocus.
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OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
FRAME 10=999 0C20* 1.000 0C40= .000 0C60 .000 8<T>* .099
Figure 30.
The two-dimensional time-averaged OTF for the leaf shutter
model and one wave of defocus.
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The effects of shutter motion on the time-averaged OTF as pre
dicted by the circular and leaf shutter models for various values of
the aberration coefficients are shown in figures 31 -ao. As indicated
in figures 35 and 36 the difference between the values predicted by
the two models varies with frequency but lies within + .06 OTF units
when the only aberration present is defocus. Both of the models
indicate an increase of ten percent in the low frequency region of the
OTF for the largest (one wave) amount of defocus when compared to
a system with the shutter removed. The effect of varying the
defocus coefficient QC?n with and without a leaf type shutter in
the optical system is indicated by figure 37 at a normalized frequency
of .25 The value of the transfer function is reduced in the
presence of the shutter as much as ten percent for small values of
0^20 (0-0-0.3) and then increased to as much as ten percent for the
larger values of
QC20
(0.6-1.0).
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Figure 31 .
The time-averaged diffraction limited OTF.
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Figure 32.
The time-averaged OTF for 1A wave of defocus.
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Figure 33.
The time-averaged OTF for 1/2 wave of defocus.
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Figure 3a.
The time-averaged OTF for one wave of defocus.
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Figure 35.
The difference between the values predicted by the leaf
shutter and circular shutter models for an aberration-free lens.
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The difference between the values predicted by the leaf
shutter and circular shutter models for one wave of defocus.
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Figure 37.
The time averaged OTF at V/v c -0.25 for the leaf shutter
model as a function of the defocus coefficient 0C2Q.
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Figure 38 indicates a much greater effect on the time averaged
OTF when the only aberration present is one wave of third order
spherical. The OTF is increased as much as .15 OTF units according
to the leaf shutter model and.20 OTF units according to the circular
shutter model. The increased difference between values predicted by
the two models for spherical aberration is shown in figure 39. A
maximum difference of .09 OTF units occurs at the normalized spatial
frequency .125
If in designing or constructing an optical system the coefficients
for third and fifth order spherical aberration are such that,
0Cao/oC60
a -3/2
the wave front is shaped so that the marginal rays converge at the
paraxial focus position as shown in figure ao, and the system is said
to be fully corrected. Following the notation in 0*Neill(23) the
aberration polynominal may be written as,
A(p) 0C60
(p6
-
3/2p^ + 3/a^.p2)
(32)
where/1, in terms of the residual maximum longitudinal spherical
aberration & L and the displacement of the receiving plane fromHiL&
the paraxial focus position df is given by,
max
Ad indicated in figure ai the two shutter models agree
within + .005 OTF units when qC^q
= a.O in equation (32) and the
system is focused at the normally optimum position given by fj. = 0.8
The effects of varying the focus parameterfj,on the time averaged
OTF are shown in figures a2(a)~a2(i).
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Figure 38.
The time-averaged OTF for one wave of third order spherical
aberration.
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Figure 39.
The difference between the values predicted by the leaf
shutter and circular shutter models for one wave of third order
spherical aberration.
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Figure ao.
The relationship between the wave-front, Sl , and Sf.
-
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Figure ai .
The time averaged OTF at the optimum focus position (JLl^.S)
for an optical system with both third and fifth order spherical
aberration.
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Figures a2(a). - a2(i).
The effect of defocusing a fully-corrected optical system
on the time-averaged OTF for the leaf shutter (+) and on the
system OTF with the shutter removed ( ).
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V. SUMMARI
Comparison of the values generated by the program 0TF2D and the
OTFBAR system with literature and theoretical values indicate an
accuracy of + .005 OTF units with the pupil defined in a 33 X 33
array and transformed with the FFT in a 6a X 6a working array. The
rapid oscillations of magnitude .001 OTF units illustrated in figures
20 and 2a may be attributed to leakage, the picket, fence effect, and
machine round off. Collectively the errors could be reduced to give
an over all accuracy of +_ .001 OTF units by increasing the working
array size to 128 X 128 elements. However, an overall accuracy of +_ .005
is judged satisfactory for the purpose of identifying the effects of
shutter motion on the time averaged OTF.
The two-dimensional graphs created with the program PL0T3D
clearly indicate the dependence of the transfer function on pupil
shape. Figures 26 and 29 indicate the contribution of an individual
shutter frame while figure 30 and the numerical data indicate that the
time-averaged OTF is smooth enough to be characterized by a single
section along one dimension. Attempts to plot corresponding spread
functions in three dimensions indicated that a larger array and a
plotting instrument with high resolution would be required to delineate
the small minima or side lobes. The three-dimensional plots proved
valuable in presenting a complete, qualitative representation of the
two-dimensional transfer function.
The circular and leaf shutter models were in close agreement.
In all cases examined the circular shutter model produced a higher
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OTF than the leaf shutter model in the low frequency region.
This might be attributed to the difference in shutter functions
as illustrated in figure a3 . Frames 1 -1 3 used in generating the
circular model transfer functions, were weighted from 2% to 8%
more than the frames for the leaf shutter model. Similarly
frames 19-32 for the leaf model were weighted 2% to 5% more than
the circular shutter model and the OTF predicted by the leaf shutter
model is higher than the OTF for the circular modql in the high
frequency range. This suggests that agreement between the two
models would improve if the shutter functions were identical.
In that case the effects predicted by the circular model would
be satisfactory in predicting the effect of a semi-circular
center opening pupil shutter on image quality.
In obtaining the leaf shutter data it was assumed for con
venience that the boundary of the exit pupil did not lie on a
single sampling point. The assumption is valid in view of the
accuracy of the subjective method used in digitizing the exit
pupil. To eliminate the subjective analysis and in order to
process a large number of frames the OTFBAR system could be
interfaced with a computer controlled image scanning device.
In addition to identifying boundary points an estimated reduction
in the amount of time required to digitize the exit pupil, from
seven hours of operator time to one hour of machine time, would
be expected.
If we assume that detail corresponding to a given spatial
frequency is resolved for values of the OTF greater than 0.10
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the effect of shutter motion on resolution in the exposure image
may be determined from figures a2(a)~a2(I) for the case of a
well-corrected optical system. Figure a2(e) indicates a re
duction in resolution due to the presence of the shutter when
the receiving plane is located at the position of best focus
( /1= .8). Shifting the receiving plane toward the paraxial
focus ( /_L = .6) produces a very slight increase in resolution as
shown in a2(d), while further amounts of defocus corresponding
to values of (J, less than .6 or greater than .8 does not produce
a recognizable effect on resolution.
An indication of the depth of focus in an optical system
is given by the amount of defocus required to reduce the value
of the OTF to 0.10 at a given spatial frequency. Hence, the
effect of shutter motion on depth of focus may be obtained
from figures 37 and aa which indicate the value of the time
averaged OTF as a function of the aberration coefficient 0C20,
and LL at VAy =0.25. In the presence of shutter motion
c
figure 37 indicates an increase in depth of focus* on the order
of + .2\n when the system is diffraction limited and focused
at infinity. This is a negligible increase in depth of focus
in view of the Rayleigh quarter wave rule which indicates that
a difference in focus position of +
wovld require a
considerable amount of effort to detect in terms of performance.
Applying the same criteria to figure a3 indicates that there is
also a negligible increase in depth of focus when the system is
well-corrected .
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Figure aa..
The effect of defocusing a fully corrected optical system
on the OTF at Wt/C - .25.
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The OTFBAR system has been used to investigate the effects
of a center opening pupil shutter on the time-averaged optical
transfer function in the presence of defocus and spherical
aberration. The over-all effect of the shutter is to degrade
the OTF in the presence of small aberrations (A =0.5), and
in well-corrected optical systems, while creating a slight
inqprovement for larger (A 1 .0) aberrations. In view of the
fact that the effects are small and will decrease with increasing
shutter efficiency it is unlikely that they are significant in
routine pictorial photography.
*The longitudinal displacement of the receiving plane is given by
L = 2qC2qR /a
where R is the radius of the reference sphere and a is the diameter
of the exit pupil.
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PROGRAMME TITLE:
WRITTEN BY:
date:
purpose:
method:
required
subroutines:
0TF2D
J. L. PIERCE
DEPARTMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SCIENCE
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ROCHESTER- NEW YORK
20 MARCH 1976
TO COMPUTE THE SPREAD FUNCTION AND
THE OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A
LENS AT A POINT ON THE OPTICAL AXIS?
GIVEN THE SHAPE OF THE EXIT PUPIL AND
THE AMOUNTS OF DEFOCUS? THIRD AND
FIFTH ORDER SPHERICAL ABERRATION,
THE PUPIL FUNCTION IS FOURIER TRANS
FORMED TO OBTAIN THE AMPLITUDE SPREAD
FUNCTION. THE INTENSITY SPREAD FUNC
TION IS CALCULATED AND FOURIER TRANS
FORMED TO OBTAIN THE TWO DIMENSIONAL
OTF.
THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM CONSISTS
OF THE 3 SUBROUTINES: F0UR2- C00L2r
AND BITRV.
BEFORE AND AFTER TRANSFORMING THE- DATA
IS REARRANGED WITH SUBROUTINE: SWAPQD.
COMPLEX STORE ( 32 - 64 ) , DATA < 64 , 64 )
REAL SHAPE<33-33>
INTEGER N(2)
DATA N/64 64/ > K/33/ - AREAO/795 . 00/
COMMON DATA
C
C
COMPLEX IDATA-T
DATA NDIM/2/-ISIGN/-l/yIFLAG/0/-TW0PI/6.283185307/
DATA NWRITE/108/-NREAD/105/
L=N(1)
L4=L/4
LIM1 =HL4
LIM2=K-L4
LIM3=K+L4
FL4=FL0AT(L4)
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C
C**** ENTER THE NUMBER OF SHAPES TO BE PROCESSED
WRITE(NWRITEylO)
10 FORMATC 1' -'ENTER THE NUMBER OF FRAMES TO BE PROCESSED =111')
READ (NREAD -15) NUM
15 FORMAT (13)
C
C**** ENTER THE VALUES FOR THE ABERATION COEFFICIENTS
WRITE (NWRITE-20)
20 FORMATC '-//-'ENTER VALUES FOR THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE ABERRATION
1 POLYNOMIAL' -/-'EXPRESS AS FRACTIONS OF WAVELENGTH USING THE FORMA
T
IT 000.000 '-//-'THE NUMBER OF WAVELENGTHS OF DEFOCUS 0C20='>
READ (NREAD -25) 0C20
25 F0RMAKF7.3)
WRITE(NWRITE-30)
30 FORMATC '-//-'THE NUMBER OF WAVELENGTHS OF THIRD ORDER SPHERICAL
10C40=')
READ ( NREAD 25) 0C40
WRITE(NWRITE>35)
35 FORMAT-C '-//y'THE NUMBER OF WAVELENGTHS OF FIFTH ORDER SPHERICAL
10C60=')
READ (NREAD, 25) 0C60
C
C**** PREPARE THE TABLE FOR DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION
WRITE (NWRITE- 40) NUM-0C20 0C40r 0C60
40 FORMAT (' 1 ',///-' NUM=' 13 -5X-'0C20='-F7. 3 -5X- '0C40=' -F7.3- 5X - '0C60=
1 ' - F7 ? 3 >
WRITE(NWRITE,42)
42 FORMATC 0' />7X- 'FRAME' - HXy 'SHAPE' -10X, 'PUPIL' -5X- ' SPREAD ' - 4X- ' TR
1ANSFER')
WRITE(NWRITE,44)
44 FORMAT ( ' ' - 'INUM' t2X? 'NUMBER ' , 2X? 'SHAPE' *3X y 'AREA' ,4X, 'S ( T) ' -3X- 'F
1UNCTI0N' -2X- 'FUNCTION' >2X- 'FUNCTION' )
C
DO 9000 INUM=1-NUM
C
WRITE(NWRITE-46) INUM
46 FORMATC '-1X-I3)
C
C*#** SET THE VALUES OF SHAPE AND DATA TO ZERO
1000 DO 50 1=1 vK
DO 50 J=l-K
50 SHAPE(I-J)=0-0
C
DO 60 1=1 -L
DO 60 J=l-L
60 DATA<IJ>=CMPLX<0. 0-0.0)
C
C**#* READ FROM A FILE THE FRAME NUMBER
C AND THE VALUES FOR SHAPE
*
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64
66
C
C***#
C
70
74
C**#*
C
C
2000
100
READ (10) NFRAME
WRITE(NWRITE-64) NFRAME
FORMATC-f -7X-I3)
READ ( 10 ) ( SHAPE ( I y J ) y J= 1 - K ) y 1 = 1 y K
WRITE(NWRITE-66)
F0RMATC + '-15X,'0K')
SUM THE ELEMENTS IN SHAPE AND CALCULATE THE SHUTTER
FUNCTION VALUE ST
AREA=0.0
DO 70 1=1 -K
DO 70 J=lyK
AREA=AREA+SHAPE ( I ? J )
ST=AREA/AREAO
WRITE(NWRITE74) AREAyST
F0RMATC + 'y21XyF7.3y2XyF5.3)
IF NECESSARY GENERATE VALUES FOR THE WAVE ABERRATION
POLYNOMIAL AND IF REQUIRED STORE THEM IN A FILE NAMED
WAVERR.
IF(IFLAG) 3500 y 2000 y 4000
DO 100 I=LIM2yLIM3
DO 100 J=LIM2-LIM3
ETA=FL0AT(I-K)/FL4
XI=FL0AT(J-K)/FL4
R2=(XI**2+ETA**2)
R4=R2**2
R6=R2**3
WAVERR=-1*TW0PI*(0C20*R2+0C40*R4+0C60*R6)
T=CMPLX (0.0? WAVERR )
DATAdf J)=CEXP(T)
CONTINUE
3000
3500
3501
4000
C
C*##*
C
5000
200
250
C
C*##*
IF(NUM-l) 3500> 5000*3000
WRITE (20) (DATA(IyJ)rI=i,L)yJ=lL
IFLAG=1
GO TO 5000
WRITE(NWRITE>3501)
FORMATC ', 'ERROR THE VALUE OF NUM IS LESS
GO TO 9999
READ ( 20 ) ( DATA ( I , J ) > J=l L ) - 1=1 - L
THAN 1')
IN DATA BY THE CORRESPONDING
CREATE THE PUPIL FUNCTION
MULTIPLY EACH ELEMENT
ELEMENT IN SHAPE AND
DO 200 1=1 -K
DO 200 J=l-K
DATA ( I+L4 - J+L4 ) =DATA ( I +L4 v J+L4 ) *SHAPE ( I - J )
WRITE(NWRITEy250)
FORMAT ( '+' y40X, 'OK' )
PREPARE TO CALL F0UR2
app- A sa
CALL SWAPQD(lyLyNWRITEy9999)
C
C**** TRANSFORM THE ARRAY DATA AND OBTAIN THE AMPLITUDE
C SPREAD FUNCTION
CALL F0UR2(DATAyNyNDIMyISIGN)
C
C***# MULTIPLY EACH ELEMENT IN DATA BY ITS COMPLEX CONJUGATE
C TO OBTAIN THE INTENSITY SPREAD FUNCTION
DO 300 I=lyL
DO 300 J=lyL
IDATA=CON JG ( DATA ( I y J ) )
DATA ( I y J ) =DATA ( I y J ) *I DATA
300 CONTINUE
C
C**** REARRANGE THE ELEMENTS IN DATA AND WRITE OUT THE
C SPREAD FUNCTION.
CALL SWAPQD(-lyLyNWRITEy9999)
C
C**** WRITE THE FRAME NUMBER- ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS - SHUTTER
C FUNCTION VALUE y AND THE INTENSITY SPREAD FUNCTION ONTO A
C FILE.
WRITE(30) NFRAMEy 0C20y 0C4Qy 0C60y ST
WRITE (30) (REAL(DATA(IyJ))yI=lyL)yJ=lyL
WRITE(NWRITEy420)
420 FORMATC + ' ySOXy'OK')
C
C#*** REARRANGE THE ELEMENTS IN DATA
CALL SWAPQD(lyLyNWRITEy9999)
C
C**** FOURIER TRANSFORM DATA TO OBTAIN THE OTF
CALL F0UR2(DATAyNyNDIMyISIGN)
C
C*#*# REARRNGE THE ELEMENTS IN DATA
CALL SWAPQD(-lyLyNWRITE,9999)
C
C*#** CALCULATE VALUES FOR THE OTF
TEMP=CABS ( DATA ( K+l y K ) )
DO 500 I=lyL
DO 500 J=lyL
T=DATA(IyJ)
PHASE=ATAN2(AIMAG(T) yREAL(T) )
APHASE=ABS( PHASE)
OTFMOD=CABS ( DATA ( I - J ) )
IF(APHASE.LT.3, ) GO TO 450
0TFM0D=-1.*0TFMQD
450 OTF=OTFMOD/TEMP
DATA ( I y J ) =CMPLX ( OTF - PHASE )
500 CONTINUE
C
C#*** WRITE THE FRAME NUMBER
- ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS - SHUTTER
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520
C
C
C
C
FUNCTION VALUE y AND THE OTF ONTO A FILE.
WRITE (40) NFRAME y 0C20y 0C40y 0C60y ST
WRITE ( 40 ) ( REAL ( DATA ( I y J ) ) y I = 1 y L ) * J=l y L
WRITE(NWRITEy520)
FORMATC + 'y60Xy 'OK')
REWIND 20
9000 CONTINUE
9999 CALL EXIT
END
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
SUBROUTINE TITLE: SWAPQD
WRITTEN BY: J. L. PIERCE
description: SWAPQD IS CALLED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
0TF2D. SWAPQD REARRANGES THE QUADRANTS
BEFORE CALCULATING THE FOURIER TRANS
FORM OR AFTER.
SUBROUTINE SWAPQD < IXyLy NWRITEy *)
COMPLEX DATA ( 64 y 64 ) y STORE ( 32 y 64 )
COMMON DATA
C
C
1
10.
L2=L/2
L12=L2-1
L21=L2+1
IF(IX) 100y200yl
INTERCHANGE ROWS
DO 10 I=lyL12
DO 10 J=lyL
STORE ( I y J ) =DATA < I +L21 , J )
20
DO 20 I=lyL21
DO 20 J=lyL
DATA(L+l-IyJ) ==DATA(L21+l-IyJ)
C
*
30
DO 30 I=lyL12
DO 30 J=lyL
DATA(IyJ)=STORE(IyJ)
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C COULMN INTERCHANGE
DO 40 J=lyL2
DO 40 I=1,L
40 STORE(JyI)=DATA(IyJ)
C
DO 50 J=lyL2
DO 50 1=1, L
50 DATA(IyJ)=DATA(IyJ+L2)
C
DO 60 J=lyL2
DO 60 I=lyL
60 DATA(IyJ+L2)=ST0RE(JyI)
GO TO 300
C
C INVERSE DATA
C COULMN INTERCHANGE
100 DO 110 J=lyL2
DO 110 I=lyL
110 ST0RE(JyI)=DATA(IyJ+L2)
C
DO 120 J=lyL2
DO 120 1 = 1 yt.
120 DATA(IyJ+L2)=DATA(IyJ)
C
DO 130 J=lyL2
DO 130 I=lyL
130 DATA(IyJ)=STORE(JyI)
C
C ROW INTERCHANGE
DO 140 I=lyL12
DO 140 J=lyL
140 STORE(IyJ)=DATA(IyJ)
C
DO 150 I=lyL21
DO 150 J=lyL
150 DATA(IyJ)=DATA(I+L12yJ)
C
DO 160 I=lyL12
DO 160 J=lyL
160 DATA(I+L21yJ)=ST0RE(IyJ)
GO TO 300
C
200 WRITE(NWRITEy205)
205 FORMATC ' 'ERROR: VALUE OF IX IN SWAPQD IS ZERO')
RETURN 1
C
300 RETURN
END
*
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C FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM SUBROUTINE
C
C SOURCE: DEVELOPED BY LINCOLN LABORATORIES
C
c programmers: cooley and tukey
c
SUBROUTINE FOUR2(DATAyNy NDIMy ISIGN)
DIMENSION DATA(l)yN(l)
NTOT=l
DO 10 IDIM=lyNDIM
10 NTOT=NTOT*N(IDIM)
NPREV=1
DO 20 IDIM=lyNDIM
NREM=NTOT/ ( N ( I DI M ) *NPREV )
CALL C00L2(DATAyNPREVyN(IDIM) yNREMylSIGN)
20 NPREV=N(IDIM)*NPREV
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE C00L2 ( DATA y NPREV y N y NREM y ISIGN )
DIMENSION DATA(l)
CALL BITRV(DATAy NPREV yNy NREM)
TW0PI=6.283185307*FL0AT( ISIGN)
IP1=2*NPREV
IP2=IP1#N
IP3=IP2*NREM
IFP1=IP1
10 IF(IFP1.GE.IP2) GO TO 50
IFP2=2*IFP1
THETA=TWOPI/FLOAT( IFP2/IP1 )
SINTH=SIN(THETA/2.0)
WSTPR=-2.0*SINTH*SINTH
WSTPI=SIN(THETA)
WR=1.0
WI=0.0
DO 40 13=1 ylFPly IPI
IlMAX=I3+IPl-2
DO 30 Il=I3yIlMAXy2
DO 30 12=11 yIP3yIFP2
K1= I2
K2=K1+IFP1
TEMPR=WR*DATA ( K2 ) -W I *DATA ( K2+ 1 )
TEMPI=WR*DATA ( K2+ 1 ) +WI#DATA ( K2 )
DATA ( K2 ) =DATA (Kl ) -TEMPR
DATA (K2+1)=DATA(K1+1) -TEMPI
DATA ( Kl ) =DATA ( Kl ) +TEMPR
30 DATA(K1+1)=DATA(K1+1)-MEMPI
TEMPR=WR
WR=WR*WSTPR-WI*WSTPI+WR
40 WI=WI*WSTPR+TEMPR*WSTPI+WI
IFP1=IFP2
GO TO 10
50 RETURN
*
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F
50 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BI TRV ( DATA . NPREV . N - NREM )
DIMENSION DATA(l)
IP1=2*NPREV
IP2=IP1*N
IP3=IP2*NREM
I2REV=1
DO 60 12=1 yIP2y IPI
IF(I2.GE.I2REV) GO TO 30
IlMAX=I2+IPl-2
DO 20 Il=I2yIlMAXy2
DO 20 I3=IlyIP3yIP2
I3REV=I2REV+I3~I2
JEMPR=DATA(I3)
TEMPI=DATA(I3+1)
DATA(I3)=DATA(I3REV)
DATA( 13+1 )=DATA( I3REV+1 )
DATA(I3REV)=TEMPR
20 DATA(I3REV+1)=TEMPI
30 IBIT=IP2/2
40 IF(I2REV.LE.IBIT) GO TO 60
I2REV=I2REV-IBIT
IBIT=IBIT/2
IF(IBIT.GE.IPl) GO TO 40
60 I2REV=I2REV+IBIT
RETURN
END
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c program: tave
c
c purpose: to time average the OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
C GENERATED BY THE PROGRAM 0TF2D.
C
C WRITTEN BY: J. L. PIERCE
C
C DATE: JUNE 17yl976
C
C
C
C
DIMENSION SUM(64y64) yOTF(64y64)
C
DO 10 I=ly64
DO 10 J=ly64
10 SUM(IyJ>=0.
C
WRITE(108yl5)
15 FORMATC ' y ' INUM' y3Xy 'NFRAME' y6Xy '0C20' y8Xy '0C40' ySXy '0C60' y 8Xy ' ST
1')
C
DO 1000 K=l,35
READ ( 40 > NFRAME y 0C20 y 0C40 y 0C60 y ST
READ (40) (0TF(IyJ)yJ=ly64)yI=ly64
ST=FL0AT(K)/36.
WRITE ( 108 y 20) K y NFRAME yOC20yOC40yOC60y ST
20 FORMATC ' y I3y5Xy 14 y 4 ( 5X y F7 . 3 ) )
DO 100 1=1 y64
DO 100 J=ly64
SUM ( I y J ) =SUM ( I y J ) +ST*OTF ( I y J )
100 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE
C
TE=2./35.
C
DO 150 1=1 y64
DO 150 J=ly64 /
SUM(IyJ)=TE*SUM(IyJ)
150 CONTINUE
C
C
C
C
WRITE(108y30)
30 FORMATCl'y 'NORMALIZED FREQUENCY
'
y6X y 'MTF ' y/ )
DELTA=l./32.
DO 200 1=33 y 64
U=FLOAT ( 1-33 ) *DELTA
WRITE(I08y40) UySUM(Iy34)
'I
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40 FORMATC ' y 2Xy F10.4y9XyF10.4 )
200 CONTINUE
C
NFRAME=0
ST=0.0
WRITE (50) NFRAME yOC20yOC40yC)C60y ST
WRITE (50) (SUM(IyJ)yI=ly64)yJ=ly64
C
CALL EXIT
END
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c program: shape
c
C PURPOSE: TO GENERATE INPUT DATA FOR PROGRAM
C 0TF2D.
C
c description: SHAPE will generate one or more
C ARRAYS WHICH REPRESENT CIRCULAR
C EXIT PUPILS. DATA ENTERED CONSISTS
C OF THE NUMBER OF SHAPES AND THE RADIUS
C OF EACH.
C
C WRITTEN BY: J.L. PIERCE
C
C DATE: JULY lyl976
C
C
DIMENSION SHAPE(33y33)
C
READ(102ylO) I STOP
10 F0RMAT(I3)
C
WRITE(108y20) ISTOP
20 FORMATC ' y ' ISTOP= ' y I3y //)
C
WRITE(108y25)
25 FORMATC ' y ' INDEX' y2Xy 'FRAME ID' y 2X, 'RADIUS ' y 2Xy 'AREA ' )
DO 1000 INUM=ly ISTOP
C
C
C
DO 100 I=ly33
DO 100 J=ly33
100 SHAPE(IyJ)=0.
READ ( 102 y 30) R
30 FORMAT (F8. 5)
DO 500 1=1 y 33
Y=FL0AT(I-17)
DO 400 J=ly33
X=FL0AT(J-17)
Z=SQRT(X**2+Y**2)
IF(Z-R) 200 y 300 y 400
200 SHAPE(IyJ)=l.
GO TO 400
300 SHAPE(IyJ)=.5
400 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
C
AREA=0.
DO 600 1=1 y 33
cApp. c 9a
DO 600 J=ly33
600 AREA=AREA+SHAPE(IyJ)
NFRAME=INUM
WRI TE ( 108 y 35 ) INUM t NFRAME ? R t AREA
35 FORMATC ' y I3y6Xy I3y5XyF6.3y 2XyF6. 2)
WRITE (10) NFRAME
WRITE (10) (SHAPE(IyJ)yI=ly33)yJ=ly33
C
1000 CONTINUE
C
CALL EXIT
END
*
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c program: DIGIT
c
c purpose: to record in DIGITAL form the shape of
C THE EXIT PUPIL AS MODIFIED BY A FIVE-
C BLADED LEAF SHUTTER.
C
C WRITTEN BY: J. L. PIERCE
C
C DATE: JUNE 21 y 1976
C
C
C
INTEGER SHAPE(33y33) y VIEW(33y33)
C
5 WRITE(108ylO)
10 FORMATC 'y 'ENTER THE FRAME NUMBERy =111')
READ(105yl2) NFRAME
12 F0RMAT(I3)
C
DO 100 1=1 y 33
DO 100 J=ly33
100 SHAPE(IyJ)=0
C
13 WRITE(108yl4)
14 FORMATC 'y 'ENTER THE ROW VALUE OR 00')
READ(105yl6) I
16 F0RMAT(I2)
IF(I.EQ.O) GO TO 500
WRITE(108yl8)
18 FORMATC 'y 'ENTER THE COULMN VALUESy =1111')
READ(105y20) JLIMlyJLIM2
20 F0RMAT(2I2)
DO 50 J=JLIMlyJLIM2
50 SH^PE(IyJ)=l
GO TO 13
C
500 DO 600 1=1 y33
DO 600 J=ly33
IF(SHAPEdyJ) .GT.O) VIEW( I y J) = 1H*
IF(SHAPEdyJ).LT.l) VIEW( I y J ) = 1H.
600 CONTINUE
C
WRITE(108y625)
625 FORMATC ' y IXy ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112131415161718192021222324252
1627282930313233')
DO 650 1=1 y 33
WRITE(108y22) ly ( VIEW ( I y J ) y J=l y 33 )
22 F0RMAT(I2ylXy33A2)
650 CONTINUE
WRITE(108y24) NFRAME
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24 FORMATC ' - 'FRAME' y 13)
READ ( 105 y 26) IFLAG
26 FORMAT(Il)
IF(IFLAG-l) 800y700y800
700 ILAST=0
702 WRITE(108yl4)
READ(105yl6) I
IF(I.EQ.O) GO TO 500
WRITE(108yl8)
READ(105y20) JLIMlyJLIM2
IF(I.EQ.ILAST) GO TO 710
DO 705 J=ly33
705 SHAPE(IyJ)=0
710 DO 715 J=JLIMlyJLIM2
715 SHAPE(IyJ)=l
ILAST=I
GO TO 702
800 NWRITE=200
WRITE(NWRITEy805) NFRAME
805 FORMAT (13)
DO 900 1=1 y 33
WRITE (NWRITEy 810) ( SHAPE ( I - J) y J=l y 33)
810 F0RMAT(33I1)
900 CONTINUE
WRITE( 108,40)
40 FORMATC 'y 'ENTER A 1 TO CONTINUE, A 0 TO EXIT')
READ ( 105 y 42) JFLAG
42 FORMAT (II)
IF(JFLAG-l) 1000y5yl000
1000 CALL EXIT
END
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
program: COMPARE
PURPOSE: TO COMPARE OTF VALUES GENERATED BY THE
PROGRAM 0TF2D TO THOSE CONTAINED IN
THE LITERATURE,
METHOD: USES THE TEKTRONIX AGII GRAPHICS ROUTINES.
WRITTEN BY: J. L. PIERCE
DATE: JUNE 30yl976
DIMENSION XDATAK34) yYDATAl(34) yXDATA2(34) yYDATA2(34>
INTEGER HCHRS(20)yVCHRS(3)
DATA HCHRS/78, 79 y 82 y 77 y 65 y 76 y 73 y 90 y 69 , 68 y 32 y 70 y 82 y 69 y 81 y 85 y 69 y 78 y 6
17y89/
DATA VCHRS/79,84y70/
READ(4,10) (XDATAKI), 1=1,34)
READ(5,10) (XDATA2(I),I=ly34)
10 FORMAT (F7. 5)
READ(6yl0) ( YDATA1 ( I ) y 1=1 y 34 )
READ(7ylO) (-YDATA2 ( I ) y 1 = 1 - 34)
C
*
WRITE(108yl5)
15 FORMATC 'y'ISYMl= yll')
READ(105y20) ISYM1
20 FORMAT (12)
WRITE(108y25)
25 FORMATC 'y'LNl= -II')
READ(105y20) LN1
WRITE(108,30)
30 FORMATC ','ISYM2= -II')
READ (105,20) 1SYM2
WRITE(108y35)
35 FORMATC 'y'LN2= ,11')
READ(105y20) LN2
CALL INITK30)
CALL BINITT
CALL LINE(LNl)
CALL SYMBL(ISYMl)
CALL CHECK(XDATA1,YDATA1)
CALL DSPLAY(XDATAlyYDATAl)
CALL LINE(LN2)
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CALL SYMBL(ISYM2)
CALL CPL0T(XDATA2,YDATA2)
CALL M0VABS(400y50)
CALL HLABEL(20yHCHRS)
CALL M0VABS(25y500)
CALL VLABEL(3yVCHRS)
CALL TINPUT(I)
CALL FINITT(0y700)
CALL EXIT
END
100
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c program: mtfplot
c
c purpose: to provide a rapid method of
C COMPARING SECTIONS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
C OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS.
C
c method: ANY SECTION (ONE-DIMENSIONAL OTF) FROM
C EACH OF UP TO THREE OTF
C v SURFACES MAY BE COMPARED. AGII TEKTRONIX
C GRAPHICS ROUTINES ARE USED, LINE AND SYMBOL
C TYPES ARE ENTERED AS DATA.
C
C WRITTEN BY: J. L. PIERCE
C
C DATE: JUNE 30yl976
C
C
DIMENSION DATA(64y64) yXDATA(34) y Y(34y3) y YDATA(34)
INTEGER LN(3)ySY(3)ySYlySY2ySY3
INTEGER HCHRS(20)yVCHRS(3)
C
DATA HCHRS/78,79y82y77,65y76y73y90,69y68y32y70y82y69y81y85y69y78y6
17,89/
DATA VCHRS/79, 84,70/
C
C
READ(SylO) (XDATA(I)yI=ly34)
10 F0RMAT(F7.5)
CALL INITK30)
WRITE(108,12)
12 FORMATC 'y 'NUMBER OF CURVES TO BE PLQTTED= ' )
READ(105,14) NUM
14 FORMAT(Il)
NREAD=1
18 READ(NREAD) NFRAMEyOC20,OC40y 0C60,ST
READ (NREAD) (DATA(IyJ) y J=l y 64 ) y 1=1 y 64
NR=NREAD
NREAD=NREAD+1
WRITE ( 108 y 28) NR
28 FORMATC ','LN'yIly'= yllll')
READ ( 105 y 30) LN(NR)
30 F0RMAKI4)
WRITE (108,32) NR
32 FORMATC 'y'SY'ylly'=
-II'>
READ(105y34) SY(NR)
34 F0RMAKI2)
C
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WRITE(108y20) NR
20 FORMATC ', 'ENTER THE ROW VALUE(S) FOR CURVE
READ(105,22) ILIM1,ILIM2
22 F0RMAK2I2)
IF(ILIM2.EQ.O) GO TO 200
C
WRITE(108,24)
24 FORMATC ', 'ENTER THE COULMN VALUE,=JJ')
READ (105,26) JVALUE
26 F0RMAKI2)
IPTS=ABS(ILIM1-ILIM2)+1
Y(1,NR)=IPTS
K=2
IDELTA=1
IF(ILIM2.LT.ILIM1) IDELTA=-1
DO 100 I=ILIM1,ILIM2,IDELTA
Y ( K , NR ) =DATA ( I , JVALUE )
K=K+1
100 CONTINUE
IF(NR.LT.NUM) GO TO 18
GO TO 500
C
200 WRITE(108,40)
40 FORMATC ', 'ENTER THE COULMN VALUES,=JJJJf )
READ(105,22) JLIMlyJLIM2
IPTS=ABS(JLIM1-JLIM2)+1
Y(lyNR)=IPTS
K=2
IDELTA=1
IF(JLIM2.LT.JLIM1) IDELTA=-1
DO 225 J=JLIMlyJLIM2yIDELTA
Y(KyNR)=DATA(ILIMlyJ)
K=K+1
225 CONTINUE
IF(NR.LT.NUM) GO TO 18
GO TO 500
LN1=LN(1)
LN2=LN(2)
LN3=LN(3)
SY1=SY(1)
SY2=SY(2)
SY3=SY(3)
CALL BINITT
DO 510 L=ly34
ilO YDATA(L)=Y(L,1)
CALL LINE(LNl)
CALL SYMBL(SYl)
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CALL CHECK (XDATAy YDATA)
CALL DSPLAY( XDATAy YDATA)
CALL M0VABS(400y50)
CALL HLABEL(20yHCHRS)
CALL M0VABS(25y50O)
CALL VLABEL(3yVCHRS)
IF(NUM.EQ.l) GO TO 1000
DO 520 L=l,34
520 YDATA(L)=Y(L,2)
CALL LINE(LN2)
CALL SYMBL(SY2)
CALL CPLOKXDATA, YDATA)
530
1000
IF(NUM.EQ.2) GO TO 1000
DO 530 L=l,34
YDATA(L)=Y(L,3)
CALL LINE(LN3)
CALL SYMBL(SY3)
CALL CPLOKXDATA y YDATA)
CALL TINPUT(I)
CALL FINITT(0,700)
CALL EXIT
END
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C PROGRAM: PL0T3D (MAIN)
C
C PURPOSE: TO DISPLAY THE SPREAD FUNCTIONy OPTICAL
C TRANSFER FUNCTIONy OR ANY FUNCTION OF TWO
C VARIABLES AS A SURFACE IN THREE-SPACE.
C
C METHOD: REQUIRES THE SUBROUTINE PL0T3Dy AND USES
TEKTRONIX TCS PLOTTING ROUTINES
c source: main program written by j. l. pierce,
C SUBROUTINE PL0T3D ORIGINALLY WRITTEN BY
C D. L. NELSON, DEPT. OF PHYSICS, UNIV. OF
C MARYLAND. SUBROUTINE MODIFIED TO CALL
C TEKTRONIX GRAPHICS ROUTINES, JUNE 23,1976
C BY J. L. PIERCE.
C
C
C
DIMENSION DATA(64y64) ySHR(260) ySVR(260)
C
CALL INITK30)
CALL HOME
CALL ANMODE
C
WRITE(108,5)
5 FORMATC ', 'SURFACE=1 FORMALIZED SPREAD FUNCTION' ,/, IX, 'SURFACE=2,
1NORMALIZED OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION' ,/, IX, 'SURFACE=3, AN ARRAY WIT
2H DIMENSIONS 64X64' ,/, IX, 'SURFACE=' )
READ(105,10) ISURF
10 FORMAT(Il)
C
WRITE(108,15)
15 FORMATC ','NOTE: PL0T3D ASSUMES THAT A SET OR ASSIGN COMMAND HAS
3 BEEN ISSUED FOR LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER 50')
C
WRITE(108,20)
20 FORMATC ','THE MAXIMUM VALUE TO BE USED IN THE ARRAY, AMAX=')
READ (105,22) AMAX
22 F0RMAT(F8.3)
WRITE(108,25)
25 FORMATC ','THE MINIMUM VALUE, AMIN=')
READ(105y22) AMIN
WRITE(108y30)
30 FORMATC ','THE DEFINED DIMENSIONS OF THE ARRAY, IDIM=')
READ (105 ,32) IDIM
32 F0RMAT(I3)
WRITE(103y34)
34 FORMATC 'y'JDIM=')
READ (105*32) JDIM
WRITE(108y36>
36 FORMATC ', 'FIRST ROW OF THE ARRAY TO BE PLOTTED* ISTART=')
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READ (105,32) ISTART
WRITE(108,38)
38 FORMATC 'y 'FIRST COULMN OF THE ARRAY TO BE PLOTTED JSTART=')
READ(105y32) JSTART
WRITE(108y40)
40 FORMATC ','ROW INCREMENT VALUE, IDELTA=')
READ (105,32) IDELTA
WRITE(108,42>
42 FORMATC ', 'COULMN INCREMENT VALUE, JDELTA=' )
READ (105, 32) JDELTA
WRITE(108,44)
44 FORMATC ', 'LAST, ROW OF THE ARRAY TO BE PLOTTED, ISTOP=')
READ(105,32) ISTOP
WRITE(108,46)
46 FORMATC ','LAST COULMN OF THE ARRAY TO BE PLOTTED, JSTOP=')
READ (105,32) JSTOP
WRITE(108y48)
48 FORMATC 'y'MODE=l LINE PLOT y ALL POINTS PLOTTED' y/y IX y 'M0DE=2 HI
1ST0GRAM,ALL POINTS ARE PLOTTED' ,/, IX, 'M0DE=3 LINE PLOTyHIDDEN POI
2NTS DELETED' y/y lXy'M0DE=4 HISTOGRAMyHIDDEN POINTS DELETED' ,/y 'MOD
3E=')
READ(105ylO) MODE
CALL NEWPAG
CALL ANMODE
WRITE(108y50)
50 FORMATC 'y'THE
1THETA=')
ANGI..E
READ (105,52) THETA
52 F0RMAKF10.2)
WRITE(108,54)
54 FORMATC ','THE ANGLE
1PHI=')
READ(105,52) PHI
CALL NEWPAG
CALL ANMODE
IN DEGREES OF THE OBSERVER FROM THE Z AXISy
IN DEGREES OF THE OBSERVER FROM THE X AXISy
GO TO 68
WRITE(108y60) AMAX,AMIN
60 FORMATC ' , ' AMAX=' ,F8,3, 5Xy
' AMIN='
,F8.3)
WRITE ( 108 y 62) IDIMy ISTART y IDELTA y ISTOP
62 FORMATC ' , ' IDIM=' y I3y8Xy
' ISTART='
y I3,8X, ' IDELTA=' y I3y8X, ' ISTOP=' ,
113)
WRITE ( 1 08 y 64 ) JD IM y JSTART y JDELTA y JSTOP
64 FORMATC ' y ' JDIM=' y I3y8Xy
' JSTART='
, I3,8X, ' JDELTA=' y I3ySXy
2'JST0P='yI3)
WRITE(108y66) MODEyTHETAy PHI
66 FORMATC ' y
'MODE='
y II y 1 lXy 'THETA=' ,F5.1 y9X, 'PHI=' , F5. 1 )
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C
c
c
68 CONTINUE
IF(ISURF-2) 100y200,300
100 WRITE(108y70)
70 FORMATC 'y 'INTENSITY SPREAD FUNCTION')
GO TO 210
200 WRITE(108y72)
72 FORMATC 'y 'OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION')
210 READ(50) NFRAME, 0C20,0C40, 0C60y ST
READ (50) (DATA(I,J),J=1,JDIM),I=1,IDIM
DO 99 I=1,IDIM
DO 99 J=1,JDIM
99 DATA(I,J)=64.*DATA(I,J)
WRITE (108,74) NFRAME, 0C20,0C40,0C60, ST
74 FORMATC ', 'FRAME ID=' , I3,3X, '0C20=' ,F7.3,3X, '0C40=' , F7.3, 3Xy '0C60
l='yF7.3y3Xy 'S(T) = ' y F5. 3)
GO TO 310
300 READ(50) (DATA( I - J) y J=l , JDIM) , 1 = 1 y IDIM
DO 305 1=1 y64
DO 305 J=ly64
305 DATA(I,J)=64.*DATA(I,J)
310 CONTINUE
C
XMIN=-3.
XMAX=3.
YMIN=-3.
YMAX=3,
CALL DWINDO(XMINyXMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
C
CALL PL0T3D( DATA, AMAX, AMIN, IDIM y JDIM y ISTART y IDELTA, ISTOP, JSTART, JD
1ELTA , JSTOP , MODE , THETA , PHI )
C
CALL TINPUT(I)
CALL FINITK 0,800)
C
CALL EXIT
END
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SUBROUTINE PL0T3D( A, AMAX, AMIN, IDIM, JDIM, ISTARTy IDELTA, ISTOP, JSTART
1 y JDELTA y JSTOP y MODE y THEDEG y PH I DEG )
DIMENSION A(IDIMyJDIM)
LOGICAL OPAQUE, BLOCK y ARRAY
SIZE=4.
BMAX=AMAX
BMIN=AMIN
ARRAY=IDIM.NE.l
C IF ARRAY IS FALSE PROGRAM CALLS AN EXTERNAL SEARCH
C ROUTINE. THIS IS USED IF THE XyYyZ POINTS ARE NOT IN
C THE FORM OF A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. THE EXTERNAL
C SEARCH ROUTINE TRANSFERS THE DATA AND THE X,Y COORDINATES
C IT SHOULD BE WRITTEN TO RETURN THE Z COORDINATE.
BLOCK=MODE . EQ . 2 ? OR . MODE .E . 4
OPAQUE=MODE . EQ . 3 ? OR . MODE . EQ . 4
C IF M0DE=1, ALL POINTS ARE PLOTTED WITH A
C STRAIGHT LINE.
C IF M0DE=2, ALL POINTS ARE PLOTTED. - HYSTOGRAM
C IF M0DE=3, ONLY VISIBLE POINTS ARE PLOTTED WITH A
C STRAIGHT LINE.
C IF M0DE=4, ONLY VISIBLE POINTS ARE PLOTTED - HYSTOGRAM
C MODES 3 AND 4 ARE PARTICULARLY USEFUL WHEN THE DATA HAS
C COMPLICATED HILLS AND VALLEYS. NOTE THAT NO INFORMATION
C IS LOST SINCE THE ARRAY MAY BE VIEWED FROM ANY ANGLE.
THETA=(3. 1416/180. )*THEDEG
PHI=(3. 1416/180, )*PHIDEG
IF(AMAX.GT.l.) GO TO 15
C IF AMAX=0.y NORMALIZATION IS AUTOMATIC
BMIN=l.E+70
DO 10 M=ISTARTy ISTOP
DO 10 J=JSTARTy JSTOP
IF(A(M,J).GT.BMAX) BMAX=A(M,J)
IF(A(M,J).LT.BMIN) BMIN=A(M,J>
10 CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE
SIDEX=ISTOP-ISTART
SIDEY=JSTOP-JSTART
SMAX=AMAX1(BMAX,SIDEX,SIDEY)
SIDEX=SIZE*SIDEX/SMAX
SIDEY=SIZE*SIDEY/SMAX
SIDEZ=SIZE*BMAX/SMAX
6 XH=SIDEX*SIN(PHI>
YH=SIDEY*COS(PHI)
XV=SIDEX*COS ( PH I ) *COS ( THETA )
YV=SIDEY*SIN ( PHI )*COS( THETA)
TX=(XH-YH)/2.+3.
TY=(XV+YV)/2.+4.5
C MOVE TO CENTER OF PAPER
C
CALL MOVEA(TX,TY)
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CALL POINTA(TXyTY)
C CALL SUBROUTINE PTT3D WHICH CALCULATES AND WRITES
C THE PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORMATION.
CALL PTT3D ( A y BMAX y BMIN y IDIM y JDIM y ISTART y IDELTA , ISTOP , JSTART , JDELTA
1 , JSTOP , THETA , PHI , OPAQUE y BLOCK y ARRAY y SI DEX y S I DEY , SIDEZ y 1 y 0 y 0 )
C
C
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PTT3D ( A , AMAX y DISC y MAXDMX y MAXDMY y STARTX y SKIPX , DIMX y START
1Y,SKIPY,DIMY, THETA, PHI, OPAQUE y BLOCK y ARRAY ySCALEXySCALEYySCALEZ,Kly
2K2,K3)
DIMENSION A(MAXDMX, MAXDMY) ,SV(260) ,SH(260)
INTEGER STARTX, SKIPX, DIMX, STARTY,SKIPY, DIMY
LOGICAL SEE , SAW , OPAQUE , BLOCK , ARRAY , SCANX
EQUIVALENCE (M1,J1)
EQUIVALENCE (M12,J12)
EQUIVALENCE (J13,M13)
EQUIVALENCE (M2,J2)
EQUIVALENCE (MCJC)
EQUIVALENCE (MP,JP)
TDIMX=DIMX-STARTX
TDIMY=DIMY-STARTY
TSTRTX=STARTX-1
TSTRTY=STARTY-1
XH=SCALEX*SIN ( PHI )
YH=SCALEY*COS(PHI)
XV=SCALEX*COS (PHI) *COS ( THETA )
YV=SCALEY*SIN ( PHI ) *COS ( THETA )
DH=TDIMY/YH
DV=AMAX/(SCALEZ*SIN(THETA) )
IF(ABS(YH).LT..01) DH=500.*AMAX
IF(THETA.LT. .01) DV=500.*AMAX
DELY=ABS(XH*TDIMY/YH/TDIMX)
DELX=ABS(YH#TDIMX/XH/TDIMY)
SCANX=TDIMX/ABS ( XV ) . LT . TDIMY/ABS ( YV )
ST03=DV*XV/TDIMX
ST04=DV*YV/TDIMY
ST07=DH*XH/TDIMX
ST09=DH*YH/TDIMY
DO 500 M=STARTX, DIMX, SKIPX
TM=M-STARTX
ST02=T^+TSTRTX+1.5
ST05=TM/TDIMX#XH*DH
SAW=.FALSE.
SEE=.TRUE.
J1=0
DO 200 JC=STARTY,DIMY
J=JC
POINT=0.
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IF(. NOT. ARRAY) GO TO 20
POINT=A(M,J)
GO TO 40
20 CALL EXTSCH(A,M,J,POINT)
40 CONTINUE
TJ=J-STARTY
ST01=TJ+TSTRTY+1.5
ST08=DV*(XV*TM/TDIMX+YV*TJ/TDIMY)
IF(. NOT. OPAQUE) GO TO 150
IF(.NOT.SCANX) GO TO 70
DM=-1 .
N1=STARTX
N2=M
IF(-YH) 50y50y60
50 N1=M
N2=DIMX
DM=1.
60 DJ=DELY
IF(YV.LT.O.) DJ=-DJ
GO TO 100
70 DJ=-1.
N1=STARTY
N2=J
IF(-XH) 80y80y90
80 N1=J
N2=DIMY
DJ=1.
90 DM=DELX
IF(XV.LT.O.) DM=-DM
100 TI=0.
DO 125 I=NlyN2
TI=TI+1.
JIP=DJ*TI+ST01
MIP=DM*TI+ST02
IF (JIP.GT.DIMY.OR.JIP.LT. STARTY.OR.MIP.GT.DIMX.OR.MIP.LT. STARTX)
1G0 TO 125
POINTP=0.
IF(. NOT. ARRAY) GO TO 110
POINTP=A(MIPyJIP)
GO TO 120
110 CALL EXTSCH(AyMIPyJIPyPOINTP)
120 CONTINUE
SEE-POINTP-ABS (DM*TI*ST03 ) -ABS ( DJ*TI*ST04 ) ? LE . POINT
IF(a.NOT.SEE) GO TO 130
125 CONTINUE
130 IF(SEE) GO TO 150
IF(.NOT.SAW) GO TO 200
135 J=J-1
140 IF(J1.LT.2) J1=0
IF(Jl.EQ.O) GO TO 200
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J2=J-Ji+l
IF(BLOCK) J2=J-Jl/2+l
L=l
DO 141 JP=J2yJ
TJP=JP-STARTY
SH(L)=TJP-ST05
IF(. NOT. BLOCK) GO TO 141
L=L+1
SH(L)=SH(L-1)+1.
141 L=L+1
SV(J1+1)=0.
SH(J1+1)=0.
SV(J1+2)=DV
SH(J1+2)=DH
IF(BLOCK) CALL SKETCH(SHy SVy Jl )
IF (.NOT. BLOCK) CALL SKETCH (SHy SVy Jl )
IF(, NOT. BLOCK) GO TO 145
DO 142 I=lyJl
SV(I)=SV(I)-ST03
142 SH(I)=SH(I)-ST07
IF(BLOCK) CALL SKETCH(SHySVy Jl )
IF(. NOT. BLOCK) CALL SKETCH(SHySVy Jl )
145 J1=0
IF(JC.EQ.DIMY) GO TO 500
SAW=. FALSE.
GO TO 200
150 IF(POINT.LT.DISC. OR. POINT. GT.AMAX) GO TO 135
J1=J1+1
SV<J1)=P0INT-ST08
SAW=SEE
IF( .NOT. BLOCK) GO TO 175
J1=J1+1
SV(J1)=SV(J1-1)-ST04
175 IF(JC.EQ.DIMY) GO TO 140
200 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
DO 1000 J=STARTYyDIMYySKIPY
TJ=J-STARTY
ST01=TJ+TSTRTY+1.5
SAW=.FALSE.
SEE=.TRUE.
M1=0
DO 700 MC=STARTXyDIMX
M=MC
POINT=0.
IF(.NOT.ARRAY) GO TO 520
POINT=A(MyJ)
GO TO 540
520 CALL EXTSCH(AyMyJyPOINT)
540 CONTINUE
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TM=M-STARTX
ST02=TM+TSTRTX+1 .5
ST08=DV*(XV*TM/TDIMX+YV*TJ/TDIMY>
IF (.NOT .OPAQUE) GO TO 650
IF(.NOT.SCANX) GO TO 570
DM=-1.
N1=STARTX
N2=M
IF(-YH) 550y550,560
550 N1=M
N2=DIMX
DM=1.
560 DJ=DELY
IF(YV.LT.O.) DJ=-DJ
GO TO 600
570 DJ=-1.
N1=STARTY
N2=J
IF(-XH) 580,580,590
580 N1=J
N2=DIMY
DJ=1.
590 DM=DELX
IF(XV.LT.O.) DM=-DM
600 TI=0.
DO 625 I=N1,N2
TI=TI+1.
JIP=DJ*TI+ST01
MIP=DM*TI+ST02
IF(JIP.GT.DIMY.OR.JIP.LT.STARTY,>0R.>MIP, GT. DIMX , OR . M
LGO TO 625
POINTP=0.
IF(.NOT.ARRAY) GO TO 610
POINTP=A(MIP,JIP)
GO TO 620
610 CALL EXTSCH(A,MIPyJIPyPOINTP)
620 CONTINUE
SEE=P0INTP~ABS(DM*TI*ST03)--ABS(DJ*TI#ST04) .LE. POINT
IF(.NOT.SEE) GO TO 630
625 CONTINUE
630 IF(SEE) GO TO 650
IF (.NOT .SAW) GO TO 700
635 M=M-1
640 IF(M1.LT.2> M1=0
IF(Ml.EQ.O) GO TO 700
M2=M-M1+1
IF(BLOCK) M2=M-Ml/2+l
L=l
DO 641 MP=M2,M
TMP=MP~STARTX
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SH(L)=TJ-TMP*ST07
IF(. NOT. BLOCK) GO TO 641
L=L+1
SH(L)=SH(L-1)-ST07
641 L=L+1
SV(M1+1)=0.
SH(M1+1)=0.
SV(M1+2)=DV
SH(M1+2)=DH
IF(BLOCK) CALL SKETCH(SH,SV,M1 )
IF(. NOT. BLOCK) CALL SKETCH(SH,SV,M1 )
IF( .NOT, BLOCK) GO TO 645
DO 642 1=1,Ml
SV(I)=SV(I)-ST04
642 SH(I)=SH(I)+ST09
IF(BLOCK) CALL SKETCH(SH,SV,M1 )
IF (.NOT .BLOCK) CALL SKETCH (SHySV,Ml )
645 M1=0
IF(MC.EQ.DIMX) GO TO lOOO
SAW=. FALSE.
GO TO 700
650 IF(POINT.LT.DISC.OR. POINT. GT. AMAX) GO TO 635
M1=M1+1
SV(M1)=P0INT-ST08
SAW=SEE
IF( .NOT. BLOCK) GO TO 675
M1=M1+1
SV(M1)=SV(M1-1)~ST03
675 IF(MC.EQ.DIMX) GO TO 640
700 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE EXTSCH(DATAyXy YyZ)
INTEGER XyY
C THIS IS A DUMMY ROUTINE TO BE WRITTEN IF NEEDED.
C IT WOULD BE CALLED IF THE INPUT DATA WERE NOT IN
C THE FORM OF A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY.
C DATA= LIST OF X Y Z POINTS
C X= X COORDINATE RANGING FORM ISTART TO ISTOP
C Y= Y COORDINATE RANGING FROM JSTART TO JSTOP
C Z= OUTPUT PARAMETER TO BE CALCULATED
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SKETCH (SHRy SVRy J1R)
DIMENSION SHR(260) ySVR(260)
SX=SHR(l)/SHR(JlR+2)
*
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SY=SVR(l)/SVR(JlR+2)
CALL MOVEA(SXySY)
DO 100 I=2yJlR
SX=SHR(I)/SHR(JlR+2)
SY=SVR(I)/SVR(JlR+2)
CALL DRAWA(SXySY)
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
na
APPENDIX F
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The Diffraction Limited OTF
A one dimensional optical transfer function may be obtained
by a pupil convolution technique originally presented by H. H.
Hopkins in 1955(2a). In the case of an aberration-free circular
exit pupil the transfer function is given by the normalized area
common to two circles as a function of the separation u as shown
below.
The shaded area A(u) is given by,
-4/2
J V2
q)2y*
and the total area normalized by the area of one circle is,
OTF(u) = -iL_ a(u) a JL.
o
~
Cos"1 u
2r"
o_ o o
where 0 i u/2rQ< 1 is the normalized frequency^A/P
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According to Shack ( 25) the time averaged OTF is given by:
T
(u) - t;1 | S(t)(u,t) dt
Hence, the time averaged OTF for an aberration-free circular
exit pupil with the $0% shutter function is given by:
T/2
NT(u) 16
TTTJ
"/(u,t) - Cosy(u,t)Siny(u,t) dt
where, "/(n,t) = Cos
-1
u/(2t/T) ]
Numerical evaluation of the above expression may be obtained
with the following FORTRAN program.
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C
C
C
C
C
C
program:
purpose:
40
100
DLMTF
CALCULATES VALUES FOR THE DIFFRACTION LIMITED
MTF AT NORMALIZED FREQUENCY VALUES 1/M.
PI=3. 141592654
M=64
DELTA=1./FL0AT(M)
L=M+1
DO 100 1 =1, L
X=FL0AT(I-1)*DELTA
DMTF=2 ? * ( ARCOS ( X ) -X*SQRT ( 1 . -X**2 ) ) /PI
WRITE(108y40) XyDMTF
FORMATC ',F10.4,2X,F8.4)
CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
END
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A circular exit pupil with radius r a function of time such that,
Oit^T/2xov T '
r(t) -{
r^-f^t-T^ T/2- t ST
produces a shutter function of the form,
(2
S(t) =<
V f(T-t)
which is shown below.
S(t)
1.0_
0.0
0 5 t 5 T/2
T/2i t< T
* t
The effective shutter time is,
te = j S(t) dt = T/2
-aa
and the shutter efficiency is,
t
v-^r " *
or $0%.
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The following FORTRAN program will evaluate the equivalent
expression,
0TF(y) - (y- cosysiny)
where,
-It)
at normalized spatial frequency increments 1AI and was used
to verify the accuracy of the program 0TF2D.
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C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
TADLMTF
TADLMTF CALCULATES THE TIME AVERAGED
MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR A
CIRCULAR SHUTTER WHERE R=KT*#.5 ?
J. L. PIERCE, 01, JANUARY 1976
10
100
20
300
program:
purpose:
written by:
real mtf,mtf1
PI=3. 141592654
T=1000.
C=SQRT(2./T)
DT=1.
A=16./(PI*T**2)
KT=IFIX(T/2.)-l
M=32
DELTA=1./FL0AT(M)
DO 300 1=0, M
U=FLOAT(I)*DELTA
MTF1=0.
DO 100 K=0,KT
TI=FL0AT(K)+.5
B=U/(C*SQRT(TI))
IF(l.-B) 100,10,10
G=ARCOS(B)
MTF1=MTF1+TI*(G-C0S(G)*SIN(G) )
CONTINUE
MTF=A*MTF1-
WRITE(108,20) U,MTF
FORMATC ',F6.4,5X,F6.4)
CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
END
